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Instructions 

 

Our instructions were to prepare a Schedule of Condition on the property known as 

XXXXX 

 

All directions as to front, left, right, rear are made as though the observer is standing on 

XXXX and facing the subject property. 

 

 

Tenure: 

 

We understand you are taking a 10 year lease on this property, which we have not been 

privy to. 

 

 

Limitations to Inspection 

 

o Your attention is drawn to the enclosed Conditions of Engagement. 

o This is a visual record of condition as far as was accessible. 

o This schedule should be used in conjunction with the accompanying Photographic 

Schedule  

- In some areas of the building we have been unable to fully view and refer 

you to our photographs to put the condition of these areas in context. 

- Our observations of the rear main roof/rear elevations have been limited by 

poor viewing angles, our notes on the former are based on photographs only. 

o The weather was sunny at the time of inspection. 

o No heating was on at the time of inspection and the property is unoccupied. 

o No services were tested. 

o Ownership arrangements around the rear extension roofs are unclear. 

o This is not a Building Survey and as such no comments on the type, extent and 

method of repair or matters needing investigation pre-lease, are made 

 

Situation and Description 

 

The property comprises of a middle terrace Victorian building thought constructed circa 

1850.  It is formed over six stories, which are used for retail purposes at low-level 

(shop/display/sales/storage) and residential areas at high-level, they are interlinked. 

 

The building is believed to have traditional solid masonry walls (these continue at roof level 

to form parapets) that are covered by a combination of pitched and flat replacement roofs 

including valley gutters.  The elevations have predominantly rendered faces with a 

traditional shop front.  The floors are suspended timber construction with exception of the 

basement which has a solid pennant covering.  The internal layout has been adapted, this 

includes the formation of open-plan rooms through wall removal and the introduction of 

RSJ/metal pier support.  We also expect an original rear yard area to have been enclosed 

upon as part of an old extension.   
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Accommodation: 

 

Basement: Main storage room including cupboards/vault void to front, internal hall 

including cupboard, rear store 

 

Ground Floor: Main shop floor including front window display and changing rooms to 

rear 

 

Half Landing: Cloakroom 

 

First Floor: Open plan shop floor area including changing rooms to rear 

 

Second Floor: Landing, bedroom including built-in wardrobe, bedroom 

 

Third Floor: Landing, bedroom including understair cupboard, bathroom  

 

Fourth Floor: Open plan room (living/dining room/kitchen) including airing cupboard, 

internal hall, bathroom 
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AREA CONSTRUCTION CONDITION 

   

EXTERNAL AREAS   

   

Chimney Stacks 
 

- We were unable to view these chimney stacks or structures from the rear (see Plates 038, 041-044 for limited photography of these areas) 

   

Front Left Hand 

Chimney Stack (Plate 

021) 

Masonry construction with fair faced brickwork 

including clay chimney pots with lead flashings to the 

adjoining roof coverings. 

- Generally weathered surfaces with localised brick 

faced damage and minor cracked missing pointing. 

   

Front Right Chimney 

Stack (Plate 022 & 023) 

Masonry chimney stack with fair faced brickwork 

construction including clay pots with lead flashings to 

the adjoining roof coverings and three wrap around 

aerials. 

- This appears to be a rebuilt structure with some 

weathering and in generally fair condition. 

   

Roofs 
- As viewed from front valley only (no other roof areas are visible) 

- All comments to rear are an interpretation of photographs 

   

Main Front Roof Slope 

(Plates 024-037) 

Traditional up and over roof including mansard slopes 

and dormer projection.  All with concrete interlocking 

tile coverings and lead flashings to junctions and dormer 

cheeks. 

- Generally in satisfactory alignment with weathered 

tile coverings that have no visible displacement. 

- Flashings are present and generally fixed down.    

- Adhoc detailing to front right hand side at neighbours 

junction. 

- Flashing old and mis-shapened to dormer cheeks and 

sill including basic seals. 

   

 Masonry parapet systems that have brickwork, rendered 

and lead lined (right) facings with stone copings to their 

tops and lead flashings to the adjoining roof coverings. 

- Generally weathered faces  

- Localised deterioration (cracking/missing pointing) 

to front left rendering/brickwork facings including 
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minor vegetation growth. 

   

 Front parapet and valley gutter.  Front elevation is 

capped with concrete copings and a membrane valley 

upstand lining to the parapet face/valley. 

- Generally fair with no visible areas of failure, some 

soiling to channel. 

   

 Plastic guttering and downpipe to valley gutter from 

front dormer. 

- Generally weathered and fair. 

   

Main Rear Roof (Plates 

038-046) 

Flat roof with mineral felt covering 

- Not visible 

- See site photography. 

   

Front Display Roof 

(Plates 047-055) 

Flat roof with lead covering including battens and lead 

upstand/flashings to elevation/window. 

- General minor lifting to batten edges leadwork 

including slight timber deterioration to lifted area of 

lead by opening window 

- Poor seal/finish details to base of flashings including 

minor tear to right side of upstand.  

- Visible failing seal repair to right window mullion 

- Visible failing seal to left side of window.  

- Temporary flashband repairs to base of lead flashing 

upstand 

   

Extension Rear Roofs 

(Plates 056-078) 

Combination of pitched roof with flat top including 

wired glass rooflight with that has valley gutters around 

with a flat roof area to the front right side.  All with fibre 

glass coverings including a lead flashing detail to the top 

of the sloping roof sections. 

- Fibre glass coating appears to be recently applied and 

complete – Possibly an over covering of an original 

roof system.  The leadwork is original and is 

generally weathered/poor with lifting and some rips 

- Rooflight is generally soiled and dated with sealant 

repairs to glass seals. 

   

 These roof areas are enclosed by masonry 

parapets/adjoining building walls including fibre glass 

- Fibre glass coating appears to be recently applied and 

complete – Possibly an over covering of an original 
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coatings to right and left parapets with fibre glass 

flashing upstands elsewhere. 

roof system 

  -  

Half Landing Extension 

(Plates 064, 070, 071, 073, 

074) 

Flat roof with fibre glass covering including flashings to 

the elevations and timber barge board at eaves with 

plastic guttering to rear. 

- Recently applied fibre glass covering, generally 

functional and fair. 

- Basic dated guttering 

   

Elevations 

 

- Restricted views to rear elevations 

   

  -  

Main Front Elevation 

(Plates 001-010) 

Main elevation (above ground floor) has rendered faces 

(ruled flush finish) with inset decorative arch around first 

and second floor windows. Stone window sills and stone 

string at approximately third floor level. 

- Generally weathered faces with deterioration to 

masonry features 

- Evidence of cracking/patch repair to rendering above 

third floor window 

- Evidence of patch rendering repair above second 

floor window 

- Four small metal fixings to sides of third floor 

- Loose cables up elevation on right side and on front 

display roof 

- Rough rendering finish between first and second 

floor 

   

 Shop frontage (ground floor) full width display window 

and entrance door including borrowed light.  

Predominately single glazing with timber surrounds 

including pilaster, consol and fascia (there appears to be 

a awning) and an original mosaic floor to the door. 

- Generally worn and fair 

- Door furniture is poor 

- Unclear if awning is functional 
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Main Rear Elevation 

(Plates 011-020) 

Rendered faces (tyrolean finish) to the main elevation 

with stone sills to windows.  Fourth floor has flush 

rendering with lead flashing detail at joint to main 

elevation.  

- Main elevation finish appears to have been recently 

applied 

- Evidence of minor leakage to soil pipe to left side on 

third floor level.  

- Evidence of settlement to second and third floor 

window sills (sloping to left side including crack to 

second floor sill).  

- Render repairs under air conditioning unit. 

   

 Central plastic soil vent pipe also combines with rear 

guttering. 

- Functional adhoc arrangement with unclear venting 

pointing 

   

  -  

 Two air conditioning units fixed to rear elevation at first 

floor level on metal shelf. 

- Generally soiled and fair.  

- No seals around air conditioning services through 

rear elevation. 

   

Half Landing Extension 

(Plates 064, 070, 071, 074) 

Undecorated flush rendered with lead flashings to base 

and timber fixing to rear and plastic vent grill 

- Generally weathered rendered faces with soiling to 

rear left side 

- Patch render repairs above right flashing.   

   

 Cold water tap to right side - Functional 
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AREA CONSTRUCTION CONDITION 

 

INTERNAL AREAS   

   

Roof Space 

 

- Access to front roof only 

   

Front roof space (Plates 079-085) 

   

 Traditional timber cut frame with impervious mineral 

underfelt, brick party firewalls, timber ceiling frame with 

plasterboard finishes including rolled up insulation. 

- Frame in generally in fair condition and alignment. 

- Underfelt complete with generally no visible 

rips/displacement 

- Old firewalls with rough complete brickwork 

including minor step cracking to right side 

- Evidence of leakage to right party wall (damp 

readings noted) 

- Displaced/basic insulation 

   

Fourth Floor 

   

Open plan room (Plates 086-123) 
   

Ceiling: Plasterboard lined with painted finish including sloping 

front section, five cross beams and loft hatch. 

- Generally fair alignment.  

- Generally soiled/worn with poor decoration. 

- General hairline cracking to wall perimeter and       

plasterboard joints. 

- Dampness/salting to front right hand corner. 

- Hairline cracking to base of main beam to right side 

with no visible displacement. 

   

Walls: Combination of solid walls including lining in places and - Generally soiled with poor decoration. 
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stud lined partitions all with painted finishes. - General hairline cracking to junctions 

- Front of right hand wall is stained with salting 

(elevated damp readings noted) 

   

Floor: Suspended timber with carpet finish to main area and 

vinyl finish to kitchen. 

- Slight flex to middle of living area floor 

- Finishes are generally poor and soiled with some 

localised marks  

- Patched un-matching carpet repair front left corner 

   

Internal Joinery: Suspended timber stairs (to third floor) with carpet finish 

and painted stair string to left side and open slatted to 

balustrade. 

- Generally firm steps that are uneven with some 

squeaking. 

- Minor movement to balustrade and spot areas of edge 

damage/wear. 

   

 Front window is single glazed timber casement. - Operational with some general soiling and wear. 

- Glazing complete without cracking 

- Hole to right side for TV aerial and BT connection. 

- Evidence of minor staining to sill (no damp readings 

noted) 

- No visible decay. 

   

 Rear window is single glazed timber casement. - Operational with some general soiling and wear. 

- Glazing complete without cracking 

- General cracking/minor decay/deterioration to base 

of sill/window board to middle (no damp readings 

noted). 

   

 Boiler cupboards is stud partitions with plasterboard and 

hardboard linings including a slatted shelf.  

- Generally functional dated, soiled and basic. 

- Loose slates to shelf. 

- Evidence of staining to top of rear wall (no damp 

readings noted). 
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AREA CONSTRUCTION CONDITION 

   

 Kitchen units are fitted wall/base units with worktop 

areas. 

- Generally functional worn/dated units with soiling 

requiring easing/adjustment. 

   

 Painted timber skirting boards. - Complete with general soiling and dated decoration 

including over painting e.g. left wall 

- Minor displacement/cracking under front window. 

   

Services: Electrical pendant lights to the living area and mounted 

spotlights to kitchen with standard flick switch control 

and power sockets including cooker power socket to 

kitchen. 

- Generally soiled and functional where operated. 

- Loose double power socket to front right corner with 

potential safety issue, requiring repair. 

- Double power socket present over sink unit with 

potential safety issue. 

   

 Copper hot water cylinder with insulation jacket 

including plastic and copper pipework feed. 

- Old cylinder with more recent additions 

- Taped old insulation jacket 

   

 Stainless steel sink with double drainer including plastic 

waste and copper plumbing. 

- Operational with general wear/soiling. 

   

 Washing machine services (wastepipe, hot and cold 

feed). 

- Visually dated and fair. 

   

 Vent through kitchen right wall. - Functional poor detail 

   

 Fire detection units over stairs and kitchen ceiling. - Slightly dated and fair. 

 

Internal Hall (Plates 124-128) 

   

Ceilings: Painted plasterboard ceiling including one cross beam. - Generally fair alignment.  

- Generally soiled/worn with dated decoration. 
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- General hairline cracking to wall perimeter and 

plasterboard joints. 

   

Walls: Stud partitions with painted plasterboard finishes. - Generally soiled with dated decoration. 

- General hairline cracking to junctions 

- Some general marks and fixing. 

   

Floors: Suspended timber with carpet finish. - Level and firm with fair carpet. 

   

Internal Joinery: Flush timber painted doors and timber linings - Dated and operational with general wear/soiling,  

- Adjustment required e.g. handle 

   

 Painted timber skirting boards. - Generally soiled and fair. 

   

Services: Electrical mounted light with pull switch and conduited 

electrical wiring to open plan room 

- Generally basic, soiled and functional where 

operated. 

   

Bathroom (Plates 129-138) 

   

Ceiling: Painted plasterboard ceiling including two cross beams. - Generally fair alignment.  

- Generally dated soiled/worn decoration with 

blistering above shower. 

- General hairline cracking to wall perimeter and 

plasterboard joints. 

   

Walls: Painted solid party wall (left side including chimney 

breast) with painted/tiled plasterboard lined studwork 

partitions (front and right) and rear external wall of solid 

(at low level) and painted plasterboard lined stud 

framework (at high level). 

- Generally soiled with blistering paintwork around 

shower and basin. 

- To rear left corner filling and local damage/cracking 

to plasterwork. 

- Hairline cracking to junctions. 
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Floors: Suspended timber with carpet finish. - Level and firm with dated soiled carpet.  

   

Internal Joinery: Doorway into internal hall has a timber lining only, the 

door has been removed.  

 

   

 Plain timber skirting board. - Generally soiled with substantial filler to gap below 

sink. 

   

Services: Sanitary Appliances: Sparge toilets, basin and shower 

enclosure with electric shower. 

- Operational with general wear/soiling 

- Basic seals with no evidence of leakage 

   

 Electrical pendant light with pull switch. - Generally soiled and functional where operated 

- Loose pull switch.  

   

 Electrical blow heater. - Soiled and operational. 

   

Third Floor 

   

Landings (Plates 139-152) 

   

Ceiling: Painted plasterboard ceiling with steps down to the rear 

with a timber board edge. 

- Generally fair alignment.  

- General minor soiling/worn decoration. 

- Missing paint patch around the light fitting. 

   

Walls: Painted solid party wall (left), lined rear external wall, 

plasterboard lined studwork partitions to front and right 

side. 

- Generally soiled with some marks and partial mist 

coat applied. 

- Upside down to skirting board finish to top of rear 

wall which is generally fair. 

- Plasterboard boxing-in area at high level to left wall 

that is generally fair. 

- Hairline diagonal cracking from right open doorway 
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head at high level three quarters of the way to the rear 

wall. 

   

Floors: Suspended timber with carpet finish. - Generally level and firm with general wear to carpet. 

   

Internal Joinery: Painted timber door with opaque single glazing including 

yale and mortice lock. 

- Dated and operational with general wear/soiling 

- Adjustment required to furniture 

   

 Painted timber skirting boards. - Generally fair and soiled with some marks 

   

 Doorway into internal hall has a timber lining only, the 

door has been removed.  

- Damage and poor filling repairs to lining. 

   

   

 Suspended timber stairs with carpet finish including 

blanked off balustrade to third floor and baluster rails to 

full height of second floor along with timber door into 

second floor landing that has a boarded section above. 

- The stairs are generally firm and even including some 

wear to the winder sections. 

- Door is a basic functional unit with poor finishes. 

- We note basic finishes e.g. fixings to the second floor 

balustrade/door frame. 

   

Services: Electrical pendant light with flick switch control.   - Generally soiled and functional where operated with 

some wear to switch. 

   

 Fire alarm system (sound and smoke detector). - Visually fair. 

   

 Security alarm keypad (Karizma Plus). - Visually fair with some soiling to unit face (not 

tested) 

   

Internal Hall (Plates 153-159) 

   

Ceilings: Painted plasterboard including one beam. - Generally level and fair, including some basic filling 
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to the left side. 

- No hairline cracking to junctions. 

   

Walls: Painted lining wallpaper finish to plasterboard lined stud 

partitions 

- Generally soiled with poor/rough patchy decoration. 

- Hairline cracks to junctions. 

- Rough plasterwork finishes around the light switch, 

low level and above the door. 

   

Floors: Suspended timber with carpet finish. - Generally firm with dated basic carpet.   

   

Internal Joinery: Open doorway to landing on left side. - See previous third floor landing section. 

   

   

   

 Two timber panelled doors to front and rear including 

lever furniture and lock to bathroom. 

 

- Dated and operational with general marks/soiling  

- Broken bolt lock to bedroom  

- Screw holes above door handle of bedroom 

   

 Timber skirting and architrave. - Over painted surfaces from walls. 

- The left hand skirting is smaller and slightly loose. 

   

Services: Electrical dimmer switch with four controls for bedroom 

and bathroom lights (no light to the hall). 

- Operational although we note not all lights in the 

other rooms work (blown bulbs?).  

   

Bedroom (Plates 173-185, 190, 192-209, 211) 

   

Ceilings: Painted plasterboard finishes including two cross beams. - Generally fair alignment and condition 

- General hairline cracking to junctions  

- Slightly thicker cracking to the front right hand side 

of the front beam and to the front of the rear chimney 

breast (also some more filler repairs). 
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- Minor salting and staining to front wall (no damp 

readings noted). 

   

Walls: Solid party walls to the left and right side (including two 

chimney breast structures at the front), front wall is solid 

external wall.  Remaining walls are plasterboard lined 

stud partitions.  All have painted and lined finishes. 

- Generally soiled with dated decoration. 

- Finishes to the solid walls are generally imperfect 

with a mottled surface visible along with previous 

repairs. 

- Screw fixing holes (5 positions) and other random 

holes/picture nails. 

- There is vertical hairline cracking behind the front 

chimney breast. 

- There is localised peeling/blistering paintwork and 

staining from mid to low level in the front right hand 

corner including isolated blistered patch at high level  

(damp readings noted). 

- Basic plaster repairs and cracking either side of 

window. 

- Hairline crack running diagonally down from front 

left corner towards window sill. 

- Staining at high level to front of left party wall (no 

damp readings noted). 

- Staining/blistering paint and evidence of spillage at 

low level to front of left party wall (no damp readings 

noted) 

   

Floors: Suspended timber with carpet covering. - Some general undulation across rear of room. 

- Minor reverberation generally to floor including to 

front left corner. 

- Dated carpet with some wear 

   

Internal Joinery: Timber architraves and skirting boards including painted - Generally soiled. 
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finishes. 

 

- Replacements to the rear and we expect older 

replacement to the front.  

- Front have worn away decoration. 

   

 Traditional timber sash window with single glazing 

including a timber window board. 

- Operational although adjustment would be beneficial 

- Generally slopes from right to left with frame/sashes 

that have been adjusted to fit space. 

- Internal side beads have been removed with chip 

paint remaining. 

 

 

- Right side of the window sill has general decay and 

poor filler repairs. 

- Externally the window sill has minor decay 

   

Services: Electrical ceiling spotlights are present and controlled by 

the internal hall dimmer switch. 

- Operational although we note not all lights work 

(blown bulbs?).  

   

 Electrical double powers sockets (three) and single 

sockets (three) as well as a cooker power and spur point. 

- Generally soiled and fair 

- Slightly loose power socket on left hand party wall. 

   

Understair Cupboard (Plates 178, 186-189, 191, 210) 
   

Ceiling: Underside of the suspended timber stairs with 

plasterboard underneath the string. 

- Visible minor staining and movement to stairs 

(including gaps and missing fillet timber boards). 

- Damage to plasterboard at top and bottom ends and 

middle. 

   

Walls: Painted solid party wall (left), plasterboard lined stud 

partition (right).  

- Generally soiled decorative finish with 

marks/blemishes. 

- The left wall has a generally mottled plastered finish 
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with an exposed brickwork masonry at its base. 

   

Floors: Exposed suspended timber floor. - This is generally firm with debris to its top. 

   

Services: Electrical rewireable fusebox with MCB inserts with 

loose boxing in above that covers a substantial PVC 

cabling and continues loose to the base of the party wall.   

- Dated unit which has been updated. 

   

 Loose telephone connection socket hanging above 

fuseboard. 

- Not tested. 

   

Bathroom (Plates 160-172) 

   

Ceilings: Painted plasterboard ceiling. - Generally level and fair with blemishes. 

- Hairline cracks to junctions.  

- Staining to rear right corner (no damp readings). 

   

Walls: Painted solid plastered walls to the right party wall and 

rear external wall, lined sections around the window.  

There are painted plasterboard studwork partitions to the 

front and left wall. 

- Generally soiled.  

- With exception of the front wall the plaster finishes 

are mottled with imperfections. 

- Hairline cracking at high level to the front of the left 

wall mirroring the landing cracking. 

- Hairline cracks at high level to the rear right corner. 

- Hairline junction cracks between the front and right 

wall. 

   

Floors: Suspended timber with a vinyl covering. - Slight sloping from right to left. 

- Generally firm with no reverberation, loose board by 

window.  

- Poor repair to left of window 
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Internal Joinery: Standard timber skirting and architraves with and without 

painted finishes.  

- Slightly dated and fair. 

   

 Door to Internal Hall. - See Internal Hall section. 

   

 Timber sash window with single glazing. - Generally in poor decoration and fixed shut. 

- Chipped paint to internal side bead  

- Cracked upper middle pane. 

- Replacement divider bead to right side. 

   

  -  

Services: Two electrical recessed spotlights with pull down/ 

dimmer switch (Internal Hall) operation  

- Operational and slightly dated. 

   

 Power switch (on/off) point by door. - Appears to be defunct electric shower fitting (there is 

a blanked off fitting over the bath). 

   

 Sanitaryware (basin, WC, bath) with copper pipework 

including drain points, stopcocks and isolator points 

- Fully operational, dated and soiled sanitaryware.  No 

visible leakage.  

- Generally dated pipework with minor corrosion to 

joints 

   

Second Floor 

 

Landing (Plates 212-225 and 263-272) 

   

Ceilings: Painted lined plasterwork ceiling.  - Generally in fair alignment and fair condition. 

  -  

Walls: Solid party wall (left) and rear external wall with linings 

to sides of window.  Partitions to front and right side 

with studwork and plasterboard linings.  All have painted 

- Generally soiled and fair. 

- Vertical misalignment to front of right wall.  

- Four wall plug sockets to front right corner  
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woodchip wallpaper decoration. - Small hole to rear above right door.  

- Hairline cracking to right head of window with basic 

filler repair. 

- Staining above right side of window including 

blistered paint and basic filler repair (no damp 

readings noted). 

-  Horizontal groove to right of hall in the centre. 

   

Floors: Suspended timber with carpet covering. - Generally soiled with some wear including small cut 

out patch by stairs to upper level. 

- Generally firm and even. 

   

Internal Joinery: Suspended timber (to first floor) with winder including 

carpet covering and timber balustrade to open sides. 

- Stairs are generally level and firm with general 

soiling to carpet. 

- The balustrades are worn and complete with no 

significant movement. 

   

 Standard plain timber skirting and architrave  - Generally soiled with wear. 

   

 Doors   - See bedrooms for doors 

   

 Traditional timber sash window with single glazing. - Generally soiled with condensation.  

- Painted shut with sash cords fitted.  . 

   

Services:  Standard electrical pendant lights with flick switch 

control and surface mounted single power socket 

- Generally soiled including some overpaint.  

- Soiled, dated and generally fair. 

   

 Fire alarm system (sounder and detector) with surface 

mounted conduit. 

- Generally fair with slightly displaced conduit to base. 
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Front Bedroom (Plates 240-262) 
   

Ceiling: Painted and lined plasterboard ceiling. - Generally in fair alignment and condition. 

- Evidence of water staining approximately 1 metre 

back from front left corner (no damp noted). 

- Evidence of water staining directly adjoining window 

head front right jamb (no damp noted). 

   

Walls: Painted wallpaper to rear wall stud partition, painted and 

lined solid plastered walls elsewhere including two 

chimney breast to the right side. 

- Generally aged with poorer decorative finish. 

- Grain peeling paper left hand wall. 

- Evidence of holes rear right section of rear wall. 

- Vertical cracking between partition cupboard and 

right hand wall extending into cupboard and running 

onto corner of ceiling adjoining chimney breast. 

- Evidence of hollow plasterwork to left of front 

window.  

- Chimney breast is in fair alignment with no cracks, 

aged paintwork and no vents to flues. 

   

Floors: Suspended timber with carpet finish. - Evidence of general sloping to front left corner of 

room.  

- Some reverberation to floor 

- Carpet generally soiled 

   

Internal Joinery: Timber painted skirting boards. - Visually old and fair, paintwork is aged and faded. 

   

 Timber sash windows. - Generally in fair condition.   

- Operation generally satisfactory.   

- One cracked glazed pane. 

   

 Timber doors to hall and rear bedroom. - Generally worn. 
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- Operation satisfactory, with exception of missing 

closer. 

- See rear bedroom. 

   

 Timber cupboards to corner painted. - Shelving generally soiled and worn.  

- Joinery decorations generally soiled and worn. 

   

  -  

 Shelving fittings between chimney breast - See photographs – aged. 

   

 Two electric pendant lights and three power sockets. - Fittings generally slightly discoloured. 

- Switch plate scratched and marked.  

- Aged and faded with some surface cabling to rear 

wall. 

   

 Alarm fitted. - Not tested. 

   

 Fire alarm system (smoke detector) - Visually relatively modern 

   

Rear Bedroom (Plates 226-239) 

   

Ceiling: Painted lined plasterwork ceiling.  - Generally in fair alignment and condition 

- Six holes to centre of ceiling. 

- Creased ceiling paper along right party wall. 

   

Walls: Solid walls right party wall and rear external wall 

including lined sections around the window.  The front 

and left walls are stud partitions walls predominantly 

with plasterboard linings.  All are lined with a painted 

finish. 

- Generally fair condition with some imperfections to 

repairs/rougher parts.  

- Minor lifting to lining paper at edges  

- Mottled plasterwork finishes to external wall at low 

level to left side and at mid level to riser windows. 

- Creased wallpaper lining to rear right corner. 
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- Mottled plasterwork finishes to approximately 1m 

height on right party wall. 

- Right side of front wall appears to be a different wall 

type. 

   

Floors: Suspended timber with carpet covering. - Generally soiled carpet. 

- Some general reverberation to floor. 

- Floorboards appear to have minor ridge to front of 

room. 

- General sloping from right to left. 

   

Internal Joinery: Skirting boards and architraves are a combination of 

plain styles. 

- Older skirting board is worn with step joints to right 

side of room. 

   

 Timber doors (flush to front bedroom and panelled to 

landing) including standard furniture. 

- Basic arrangements. 

- Front bedroom door does not close. 

- Landing door has Yale lock operation only. 

   

 Traditional timber sash window with single glazing. - Operational with generally worn decoration. 

- Minor crack to bottom/top right hand pane. 

   

Services: Electrical central pendant light with pull switch control. - Not operational at the time of visit (blown bulb?). 

   

 Electrical double power socket and single power socket. - Dated and fair. 

   

 Vertical surface run pipework in rear left corner. - Dated with no visible leakage. 

   

 Two surface mounted telephone sockets. - Dated and fair. 
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First Floor 

   

Open Plan Room (Plates 273-318 and 319-326) 
   

Ceilings: Painted woodchip lining paper including to stairs sloping 

ceiling. 

- Torn lining paper/cracking to bottom of sloping 

ceiling to stairs up to second floor. 

 

- Some lifted joints between wallpaper linings. 

- Creasing to paper in rear left corner. 

- Creasing to paper to the rear right side and corner. 

- Creasing to ceiling wall junction to front of left side. 

- Evidence of old/underlying cracking with no ripping 

to paper across front of room. 

- Hairline stretched cracking to front right corner of 

room. 

- Minor marks/blemishes 

   

Walls: Party walls, front and rear external walls are of solid 

construction (also a chimney breast to front right of room 

matching walls without ventilation).  There is a stud 

partition wall with plasterboard linings to the hall.  The 

centre of the room has supporting beams to the ceiling in 

a T shape running to the rear including supporting 

noggins to party walls, intermediate support by metal 

column and we expect load bearing structure within the 

front of the stud wall).  All with painted and lined 

finishes.  

- Generally fair with some blemishes/marks. 

- Mottled/poor finish to rear of right party wall at low 

level in front of cubicle. 

- Minor creasing to wallpaper at rear right party wall 

noggin. 

- 14 No Screw wall plug fixings at high and low level 

to front of room. 

- Left party wall along with staircase is marked with 

underlying surface imperfections. 

   

Floors: Suspended timber with painted floorboards to front half 

of room and carpet finish to rear of room. 

- Generally worn floorboards and soiled carpet  

- Loose boards to middle of floorboards. 

- General dishing from left to right across room. 
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AREA CONSTRUCTION CONDITION 

- Minor reverberation. 

- Loose boards to middle left side and reverberation to 

rear of room in front of changing rooms. 

   

Internal Joinery: Suspended timber stairs (to first floor) with winder and 

carpet covering including timber balustrades to opening 

sides. 

- Generally level and firm, some minor give. 

- Minor movement to newel. 

   

 Traditional timber skirting boards. - Complete with wear, most noticeably by the stairs to 

second floor. 

   

 Display stage area to front of room (composite board in 

arc design with storage under). 

- Functional adhoc design. 

   

Services: Electrical rewireable fusebox with MCB inserts. - Dated unit which has been updated. 

   

 Mounted electrical lights to hall area, changing cubicles 

and front window, ceiling pendant lights including 

conduited wiring to centre of ceiling, all with flick switch 

control. 

- Soiling to older mounted lights to changing 

area/window and switches. 

   

 Three double power sockets and two single sockets.  - Generally soiled and rear double socket has loose 

face. 

   

 Wall mounted air conditioning unit. - Not tested. 

- Generally soiled with basic fixing to front. 

   

 Fire alarm system (sounder and detector) with surface 

mounted ducting/cabling including to break glass points 

and emergency light mounted underneath half landing 

over cloakroom door. 

- Generally fair. 
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AREA CONSTRUCTION CONDITION 

   

 Security systems are present and these comprise of a 

ceiling mounted CCTV and motion sensor to front of 

room, control box under the front display unit. 

- Not tested. 

   

 Telephone socket point by front window. - Not tested. 

   

Half Landing Toilet (Plates 327-338) 

   

Ceiling: Painted and plastered ceiling. - Generally level and fair. 

   

Walls: Solid walls to front and sides.  Rear wall has plasterboard 

lining.  All with painted decorative faces. 

- Generally fair 

   

Floors: Suspended timber with vinyl covering. - Generally level and firm. 

   

Internal Joinery: Timber panelled door with hook internal catch. - Generally fair with wear.  

- Poor operation. 

   

 Plain timber skirting. - Soiled and fair. 

   

Services: Sparge toilet and basin sanitary ware including local 

water unit. 

- Dated and stained units. 

- Local water unit operational – nozzle sprays wide. 

   

 Mounted electrical light with switch on landing. - Detached face to light. 

- Not working at time of inspection. 

   

 Double electrical power socket serving local water 

heater. 

- Within reach of basin and potential safety issue. 

- Generally soiled. 

   

 Extractor unit with flush mounted switch. - Not operational at time of inspection. 
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AREA CONSTRUCTION CONDITION 

 

Ground Floor Main Shop Floor Area (Plates 339-369 and 405-412) 
   

Ceilings: Painted and lined with patterned paper including coving 

details to sides on main ceiling.  Woodchip effect lining 

paper to basement stairs.  Rough painted finish to display 

area. 

- Generally level and fair with some soiling. 

- Minor general marks/scuffs. 

- Minor tears above stairs. 

   

Partitions: Solid left/right party walls and rear walls, with lined 

Greco roman display features including drylining to party 

wall.  Stud partition to rear wall alcove.  Combination of 

lined and painted decorative surfaces.  This appears to be 

an opened up original room with a central metal column 

mirroring that on the first floor with a cross beam at 

ceiling level (no party wall piers for support). 

- Generally fair condition with some soiling/marks to 

faces. 

- Rough plastered finish at low level by base of stairs. 

- Mottled finish to walls by rear wall opening. 

- Minor damage/staining to top of third right arch. 

   

Floor: Suspended timber with Parko flooring including doormat 

at entrance. 

- Minor reverberation. 

- Scratch marks to floor surface. 

   

 Raised floor with matching finish to main. - Generally level and firm. 

   

Internal Joinery: Suspended timber stairs (to Basement) with carpet 

covering and timber balustrade. 

- Generally level and firm with soiling to carpet. 

- Slight movement to top of stairs.  

- General wear to baluster. 

- Broken balusters to bottom of steps. 

   

 Combination of traditional timber skirting boards  - General wear and soiling. 

   

 Display window full height single glazing in bay format 

including ¾ single glazed entrance door. 

- Functional and worn old features. 

- Backing to mortice lock missing and adjustment of 

Yale lock needed. 
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 Cupboard (in chimney) with basic shelf and double flush 

door opening. 

- Basic, functional and soiled. 

- Mounted light present with no visible control. 

   

Services: Security shutter to rear of display area and entrance door 

with key locked electric operation. 

- Fully functional. 

   

 Seventeen ceiling mounted recessed spotlights. - All working with exception of one (blown bulb?) 

   

 Pendant light points without lights to display area.  

   

 Two recessed spotlights to top of display unit in rear 

right corner. 

 

   

 Two recessed spotlights to basement stairs in ceiling. - Operational (bottom bulb blown?). 

   

 Ten double power socket points mainly to walls, also two 

loose to floor and one recessed into floor.  (There are two 

blanked off double socket panels). High level single 

socket. 

- Generally soiled combination of types. 

- Loose sockets need to be fixed down for safety. 

   

 Wall mounted air conditioning unit to rear over opening. - Generally soiled, slightly dated. 

   

 Security system control unit by front door with keypad 

entry and motion detector at high level above.  Panasonic 

ceiling mounted camera and CCTV camera both 

mounted on ceiling. 

- Not tested 

   

 Fire system break glass by entrance door and sounder on 

ceiling by stairs.  Emergency light above door 

- Not tested 
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AREA CONSTRUCTION CONDITION 

   

Rear Changing Rooms (Plates 370-404) 

   

Ceilings: Main area has flat ceiling including rooflight with 

sloping sections to surround thought to be underside of 

rear extension roof.  Changing room entrance and 

cupboard have flat painted plasterboard ceilings. 

- Staining and blistering to paintwork to front right 

corner (minor damp readings noted to battens). 

- Sloping sections have visible underlying surface 

imperfections. 

- Staining to front left corner (damp readings noted). 

- Stain to rear left corner of rooflight (No damp 

readings noted) 

   

Walls: Solid walls and stud partitions with plasterboard finishes 

(to front and right wall of cupboard), all with painted 

lining paper finishes. 

- Minor staining (by ceiling staining front right corner 

at high level – no damp readings noted). 

- Minor horizontal scarring to rear wall. 

   

Floors: Suspended timber with carpet coverings to main and 

cupboard with a continuation of main shop covering into 

the changing room foyer. 

- General soiled carpet. 

- Slight lifting to rear of changing room floor. 

- Minor loose boards in main areas by rear right and 

left corners. 

   

Internal Joinery: Traditional timber skirting boards and architraves to 

cupboard which does not have a door. 

- Generally fair with some wear. 

   

 Shelf and rail to change room foyer. - Fair. 

 Four changing cubicles with 2m high boarded divide. - Basic and fair 

   

Services: Mounted electrical lights around rooflight and over end 

cubicle and in foyer, with recessed spotlight to cupboard.  

All with flick switch operation. 

- Generally functional dated fittings with some soiling. 

- Recess spotlight not in cupboard not working. 

   

 Four old fashioned 3 pin power sockets to main changing - Old superseded sockets (not usable) 
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area. 

 Double power socket to cupboard and main room front 

wall. 

- Generally soiled and functional. 

   

 Security motion detector to rear left corner at high level 

and security camera at high level to right wall.  Detector 

at high level front right corner to reception 

- Not tested. 

   

 Fire alarm detector to front sloping ceiling. - Not tested 

   

Basement Main Store Area (Plates 413-461) 
   

Ceilings: Painted wallpaper lined plasterboard - Generally fair alignment with general minor 

marks/blemishes 

- Unfinished filler repairs to rear and other spot areas. 

- Creased paper over stairs. 

- Wrinkled paper between posts by stairs and between 

front corners. 

   

Partitions: All walls have painted wallpaper dry lined surfaces. - Generally marked with blemishes and soiling. 

- Fixing holes generally to rear right corner as well as 

partially stripped off paper. 

   

Floors: Solid with pennant stone coverings. - Generally fair with wear, localised deterioration to 

pennant stone surface  

- Some concrete repair/infill sections 

- Undulation across room (by stove and stairs with 

sloping to side from the steps). 

 

- Some localised missing pointing to pennant stone 

slabs 
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Internal Joinery: Metal floor mounted hanger system - Functional and generally fair. 

   

 Timber bullnose skirting board. - Generally complete with some soiling/marks. 

- Raised in places with gaps against adjoining floor 

level. 

   

 Front right and left (this is an electric cupboard with 

three MCB boards intake meter and power socket) are 

built-in cupboards with plasterboard/composite 

board/timber finishes and timber doors, they enclosing to 

the external front cellar void 

- See Photos  

- Staining to the bottom and left side of the electric 

cupboard (damp readings noted). 

- Old poison rat trap trays are present suggesting 

infestation occurs (no evidence other evidence at the 

time of inspection). 

 .  

 Cast iron stove to front chimney breast. - See Photos 

- Generally old and dysfunctional. 

   

Services: Lighting is a combination of twenty electrical recessed 

spotlights, perimeter trip lighting to all walls and 

mounted lights to central post, all operated via flick 

switches. 

- Generally soiled and operational 

- Nine spotlights not working (blown bulbs?) 

- Front mounted light fitting is slightly soiled and rear 

fitting is missing with exposed cables and is a 

potential safety issue. 

   

 Six double sockets Generally soiled and fair 

  -  

 Fire alarm system (Sounder, detector and emergency 

light by the bottom of the stairs) 

- Not tested 

   

 Security (CCTV bubble camera to the ceiling in the rear 

right corner) 

- Not tested 
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Front Cellar Vault (Plates 462-488) 

   

Generally: Masonry external area with stone/brickwork walls and 

ceiling including shafts/timber lining and earth floor 

accessed from front of Main store via timber braced and 

lined door opening. 

- See Photos.  

- Extensive dampness with debris to floor and evidence 

of general leakage.  

- Damage to top edge of door. 

   

Internal Hall (Plates 489-500) 

   

Ceilings: Painted and artexed plasterboard ceiling. - Generally fair alignment with soiling 

- Some blown nail heads and wall plug holes 

   

Partitions: Painted and dry lined walls. - Generally soiled with minor damage by electric 

conduit. 

   

Floors: Solid with carpet coverings. - Generally soiled with undulation. 

   

Internal Joinery: Traditional timber skirtings. - Generally soiled and fair. 

   

Services: Three electrical ceiling mounted spotlights with flick 

switch control. 

- Slightly dated lights, two not working (blown bulbs?) 

   

Store Cupboard (Plates 501-508) 

   

Ceiling: Patched boarded lining - Adhoc and rough with incomplete finish to edges. 

   

Walls: Rendered masonry walls with some exposed underlying 

brickwork e.g. around soil pipe and at high level. 

- Rough finish. 

   

Floors: Solid concrete. - Generally fair. 
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Services: Plastic soil vent drainage pipe. - Generally fair with no visible leakage 

   

Internal Joinery: Flush timber door with padlock catch - Functional, basic and fair. 

   

Rear Store (Plates 509-520) 

   

Ceiling: Unpainted plasterboard with taped joints. - Localised minor damage and peeling tape. 

   

Partitions: Unpainted plasterboard with taped joints. - Localised minor damage to plasterboard and peeling 

tape joints. 

   

Floors: Solid with pennant stone covering.   - Old with wear and general soiling  

- Concrete repair/spillage to front right corner. 

   

Internal Joinery: Panelled timber door. - Functional and soiled 

- Split to outside of architrave. 

- Cut down at bottom and damage to bottom right side. 

   

 Metal hanger system Loosely fitted and secured to ceiling. 

   

Services: Electrical ceiling mounted fluorescent light with pull 

control switch 

- Operational and fair. 
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CONDITIONS OF ENGAGEMENT FOR SCHEDULE OF CONDITION 

 

1. Unless stated within the report we have not been able to view the condition of 

chimney flues and we cannot record their condition/functioning. 

 

2. In any building/structure it is not always possible to carry out a full inspection, the 

inspection being limited due to occupation, stored effects, fittings and fixtures.  In 

particular where furniture, closely fitted floor coverings and stored personal effects 

are present our inspection will be particularly limited.  In view of this, whilst a 

careful inspection will be made, we will not be able to record the condition of 

concealed/inaccessible woodwork, fabric, structure or services. 

 

3. The report has been produced for you and your professional advisor’s use.  Until it is 

agreed with the landlords/tenants representative there is a risk that the conditional 

statements will be disputed. 

 

4. Our report will be limited to those parts of the property that can be readily accessed.  

This includes flat roofs requiring ladder access up to 3 metres high (unless prior 

arrangement is made).  In the case of multi-occupied buildings our inspection will be 

limited to those accessible parts on the interior, common parts and external grounds.  

The inside of other units will not be inspected unless prior agreement is made. 

 

5. We will not carry out any tests on the services, (Electric, Gas, Water, Plumbing, 

Heating, Mechanical Extract/Air Conditioning, Drainage).  A visual inspection will 

be made and any significant visual damage/defect noted.  Without tests other defects 

may/may not exist and an definitive statement cannot therefore be recorded without 

testing.  Inspection chambers will not be raised (without prior agreement) and we 

cannot therefore record the condition of these areas. 

 

6 We have made a number of assumptions in order to create this schedule.  They are: 

 

a)   No High Alumina Cement or Calcium Chloride additive or Detrimental Material 

was used in the construction/alteration of the building. 

 

b) Lead residue/oxides are not present in any paintwork. 

 

c) Within isolated parts of the Southwest ‘Radon’ gas has occurred to potentially 

dangerous levels.  We have not carried out any tests and specialist advice may need 

to be sought. 

 

7  Please note in accordance with the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors 

requirements we have a complaints handling procedure. 
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